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Bookstore lines
extend waiting
BY MARYANN G1LPATRICK
D a ily s t a ll W rtta i

Fall quarter has arrived and bookstore business is
booming.
About 150 students crowded around its entrance before
it opened Tuesday at 7:45 a m. El Corral Manager Ivan L.
Sanderson said about 25 are usually around that early at
the start of most quarters.
Fie said he thought longer lines both inside and outside
the bookstore were due * increased enrollment of nearly
1,000 students over last year at this time.
Sanderson said more students had bought books right
after registration, decided to drop classes and caused long
lines at the refund counter as well.
He suggested students go to their classes first before
buying books so the usual S30.000 to $35,000 in refunds
during the first week would be saved.
As lines in El Corral continue to wind their way to the
back of the store. Poly Phase—the student-run book
exchange in the student lounge—seems to be doing less
business than usual.
Fall quarter is always the slowest for Poly Phase, ac
cording to Lou Behrens, vice president of the Poly Phase
Club. He said a combination of graduating seniors not
reselling their books at the end of spring quarter, entering
freshmen with no books to sell and no book sales at the end
of summer quarter normally slows Fall business.
Behrens said business was slower this Fall than last Fall,
even with the extra 1,000 students. He said publicity was
better this year, and he didn’t know why sales are slacking
off.
He said he thought the bookstore appreciated Poly
Phase’s operation because they did not want to handle all
those used books.
“ Can you imagine how long the lines would be if we
weren’t here?” said Behrens.
After working with Poly Phase for two years, Behrens
said he didn't think lines were much longer than they
usually are in Fall quarter.

Tim e p a s s e s slow ly while s tu d e n ts w ait to
p u rc h a s e b o o k s a t El Corral. O ne em p lo y ee
rep o rted w a its of 45 m in u tes. M anager Ivan
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S a n d e rso n sa id lines a t th e refund c o u n te r
w ere long too.

ASI budget doles out $ 3 2 0 ,0 0 0 received in student fees
Inflation, fixed incom e trouble ASI
BY GREG CORNING
D a ily E d ito ria l A s s is ta n t

The finances of ASI are falling short of
meeting inflated program costs and the
increasing demand for funding of student
groups, said Nick Forestiere, ASI Finance
Committee chairman.
Although all student organizations
included in the 1979-80 ASI budget will
receive the funds reserved for them this
year, allocations to some groups may have
to be reduced or entirely eliminated in the
i osn.s t budget in order to have enough
money for popular and worthwhile
programs, Forestiere said.
“ The problem with the ASI budget is
that it has a fixed income," said Forestiere.
“ Inflation, combined with the fact that
more groups are asking for funds, makes
expenses keep going up."
The main source of income for ASI is the
activity fee paid by students at registration

Since the rate per student is limited to the
present level ($20 per year) by the
legislature, the income to ASI from fees is
restricted by enrollment.
The tightening of the budget is reflected
in the difference between the ASI con
tribution to the Instructional^ Related
Activities (IRA) this year and last year.
IRA was set up two years ago by the
legislature to relieve financial pressure on
the associated student organizations in the
California State University and Colleges
system. The program took over from ASI
responsibility for funding of such
programs as men’s and women’s athletics,
marching band and drama. IRA receives its
funds from ticket sales, from the state and
and from contributions from ASI. The ASI
contribution this year will be $28,823—
about $19,430 less than last year.
“ We needed more money to run our own
Sn
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B udget is $ 4 5 ,5 4 4 larger than before
BY GREG CORNING
DtM y E d ito ria l A s s is ta n c e

Despite the fact that the
1979-80 ASI budget is
$45,544 larger than last year,
it still does not provide for
much expansion of ASI
programs.
Part of the increase in the
budget simply covers state or
federally-m andated wage
increases for ASI employees.
L ik e
m an y
p u b lic
organizations, ASI is finding
it much work hard to
maintain the status quo.
The 1979-80 budget plans
for the expenditure of
$742,215 Most of that—
about 43 percent—will come
from the activity fee paid by
students at registration each

Students are w arned to take English examsoon
BY KATHY McKENZIF.
S p ecial to th e DaNy

Students who have not yet
taken the required English
Placement Test (EPT) must
take it in October or else be
barred from registering
Winter Quarter, according to
the program's coordinator.
Dr Nancy Lucas.
“ We are putting together a
list of students who haven’t
taken the test through the
computer, and these students
will have a hold placed on
their records so that they
cannot register," Lucas said
Monday.
Dr. Norm Murphy of the
Testing Center said that these
m easu res
m ay
seem

som ew hat extrem e to
students, but lhat remedial
funding for Cal Poly is based
on the university’s EPT
figures. During Summer
Quarter only six percent of
students that were supposed
to tak e
the E nglish
Placement Test actually did,
said Murphy
Murphy said that the
C hancellor’s Office in
formed Cal Poly remedial
funding will be based on
Octpber figures for EPT.
“ It is necessary for us to
get a certain number of
bodie's in here to be tested,”
said Murphy. “ We don’t
want a campus cut from any
kind of fudning."

Students who must lake
the test are those that entered
Cal Poly in I977 or later.
This also applies to freshmen
that have started this
quarter.
However, said Lucas, the
following students who have
fulfilled one of the following
requirements are exempt
from the EPT:
—a satisfactory score on
th e
CSU C
E n g lis h
Equivalency Examination.
Such students were notified
by mail.
—a score of 3, 4 or 5 on
the English Composition
Examination of the College
Board Advanced Placement
Program.

—a score of 600 or above
op the College Board
Achievement Test in English
Composition with essay.
—a score of 23 or more on
the English Usage Section of
the ACT
—a score of 5I0 or more
on the SAT verbal.
Students who are not
exempt must sign up for the
English Placement Test,
which will be given October
27 in the Testing Center. The
deadling for registering for
the lest is October 5. The
EPT is free and is about three
hours long.
Murphy said that they are
S « e T e s t, page 3

quarter. Other income in
cludes (he sale of tickets for
ASI events and fees charged
for programs such as Week
of Welcome. Because the
ASI is a n o n -p ro fit
organization its budget must
plan for expenditures and
income to be equal.
The greatest single expense
item in the budget is ASI
Program Board. The Board
will receive about 30 percent
of the total expenditures in
the budget or $233,947.
Income including film and
concert ticket sales is
projected to bring in about
$222,075. The difference of
$ 11,871 will be subsidized by
activity fee income.
The ASI Business Offfice,
which handles financial
business for the ASI and for
groups funded by ASI, will
receive the next largest chunk
of funds at $126,144 (I7
percent of the budget) The
office offsets part of its own
costs with $ 10,123 in ad
ministrative earnings—such
as returned check fees and
interest on money in the
bank. The subsidy from ASI
activity fees will be $l I6.02I.
This is the largest subsidy to
any organization in the

budget.
The Children’s Center,
which cares for the children
of Cal Poly students, staff
members and faculty, is
expected to have $49,890 in
expenses this year but will
receive about $40,000 from
the State Department of
Education. The ASI subsidy
of $9,89! is higher than
ASI’s contribution last year
by $2,695. Of this increase
$1,694 was voted into the
budget by the Student Senate
to allow one additional child
to attend the Center.
A side from sav in g s
reserves, the third highest
subsidy from ASI activity
fees income is for the ASI
Student Officers Fund. The
$21,310 given to the fund
will pay for secretaries’
salaries, grants to six of the
student officers, office
supplies, lelephone service
and miscellaneous costs.
Four orgnanizations—Po
ly Royal Board, the rifle
team. Senior Week Activities
Committee and Week of
Welcome Board—are in
cluded in the budget but will
earn income equal to what
they spend.

t.
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Bogus Bust
S tu d en ts a re easy targets to kick a ro u n d . C oncerned with
studying fo r exam s a n d passing classes, we will often accept
u n fav o ra b le situ atio n s. As such, we have been easy scapegoats for
san Luis O b ispo ills.
A W eekend Telegrgun:T rib u n e article, called P a rty Bust, a p 
pearing Sept. 22 b o o ted C al Poly students back in to the crib. The
a rticle — detailing a D elta T a y F raternity p a rty — went beyond the
scope o f im p a rtial a n d accu rate reporting.
T he article m akes the reader envision city police, with riot gear
a n d plenty o f tear bom bs on hand ju st in case, breaking up the
p a rty . T he story w ould convince even pacifist readers that
students a re an onery bunch to be scrutinized at all tim es.
A m ong the m ost glaring flaws o f the the story were:
— sensationalism . T he article was given fro n t page, m ain story
space w hen it w ould have hardly w aran ted such play even on the
inside o f the paper.
T he story occurred T hursday night, but was not run until the
follow ing S atu rd ay . If the news was so im p o rta n t, there is no
logical reason for it not appearing in the Friday issue.

—inaccurate reporting. An estimated 1,000 people were said to
have been at the event. In reality, souces at the scene indicate the
number was closer to 600 or 700.
—biased reporting. The emotive meaning of words used instills a
slanted view. For example, “ revelers” and “ beer bust” more
accurately describes a biker’s brawl rather than this particular
college get-together.
Also Friday night parties—reported by the Telegram-Tribune
as relatively trouble free—received but one paragraph at the end
of the story. The remainder of the story dealt with occurances
from two days earlier.
The picture above the story depicted a Friday night party. But
the cutline and the story would lead people to believe trouble
occurred there also.
The Telegram-Tribune served little purpose by blowing the
party incident out of proportion and will probably lead to in
creased hard feelings between the students and the community.
Such articles isolate students from the community—they are
collectively treated with disdain.
We w onder whether the T elegram -T ribune w ould behave in the
sam e m anner had it covered a party at any one o f San Luis O bispo
country clubs and halls used by older groups. It is unlikely a front
page picture and story w ould detail the gathering.
But som ehow , the T elegram -T ribune seems to feel when college
students socialize, th at is news. A fter an article like th a t, it is little
w onder why the City C ouncil passes ordinances restricting
students.
T he w riter o f the article tried,to tell a story, but he ended up just
storytelling.

Mu

Letters
R o s e K ranz w e lc o m e
Dear Editors:
In the mass confusion of re-entry to Cal
Poly, 1 would like to welcome everyone
back. For those of you who are new to this
campus, I’d like to assure you it is not
always this crazy.
i am excited about the prospects of the
1979-80 school year. We have experienced
a transition in administration, which, with
all due respect to the old officials, we hope
will bring some positive long, overdue
changes to our campus.
At this time. I’d like to take the op
portunity to invite all of you to be a part of
those changes. The ASI (Associated
Students, Inc.) is full Of university-wide
positions ranging from representing
students on the Food Service Committee to
helping pick the next distinguished teachers
of the university.
The involvement doesn’t stop there.
Over 200 clubs represent almost every area
of involvement.
For more information, stop by the
University Union, Room 2I7A, or call 5461291.
Sincerely,
Rose Kranz
ASI President

Bookstore Lines
W e have w aited in grocery store and gas lines; now , we have to
w ait in book lines. W ednesday m orning, purchasing books was
like being on the L. A. freew ay d u rin g ’rush h o u r.
D ue to higher th an expected enrollm ent, a fading o f Poly P hase
and student panic, the book store lines are longer than norm al.
But the book sto re will not extend their longer first-w eek hours.
W e th ink this is a m istake.
T he b o o k sto re ’s m ain purpose is to serve students. This need
will n ot be m et if m any students are left w ithout books before the
w eekend ap p ro ach es. A lready, teachers have assigned h o m ew o rk .’
U nless books are purchased early, students m ay fall helplessly
behind in a course.
T he b o o k sto re should m aintain its extended hours th rough the
m iddle o f next week a n d /o r rem ain open this w eekend. O ne o f the
reasons for the long b o o k sto re lines is th a t students have p u r
chased b o o k s, d ro p p ed a class then bought boo k s for other classes
ad d ed . A lthough th ere is no way to d em an d students buy books
a fte r they are sure o f staying in the course, a few signs w arning
against this m ay help.
A n o th er reason fo r the b o o k sto re “ people c o n g estio n ” is the
decline o f Poly P h ase. W e hope this situ atio n will be rectified
b efo re the sta rt o f W inter q u a rte r. *
A final reason for bookstore “ people congestion” is a seeming

decline in Poly Phase. There are fewer books available, and this
more people jamming overflowing aisles in El Corral. Perhaps
more students are keeping their books.
Whatever thjc problem, we hope Ihf situation will be corrected
before the start of Winter quarter.

s t a n g

T e a c h e r rebuttal
To the Editor:
Why does the Mustang Daily do it? Last
Spring for Poly Royal the Mustang Daily
produced an editorial, from an incredibly
sage source, that stated that only a very few
faculty members cared if they ever saw
another student. Now for the first issue of
the year the same type editorial appears.

We are sorry that we don’t know if the
same student wrote both editorials, since
we did not recognize the name either time.
We have an alternate message to entering
students, apparently from the other side of
the battlefield. Our statement is that most
people teach because they love to teach,
they like people and enjoy talking to them,
they are fervently concerned that others
should know and love the topic of then
expertise, they are delighted when students
find their niche and are successful in it, and
they teach in spite of the money. Faculty
members sweat, they bleed, they miss meals
and alienate their mates, they stay up too
late and get up too early in order to teach.
They teach in spite of some student who
persists in always having some other ac
tivity to do during lecture or lab besides
listening, taking notes, or performing the
assignment or experiment.
When this type of student is given the
sanctity o f the editorial page for the key
issues of the Mustang Daily, he becomes an
insidious burden for the vast majority of
faculty and students who strive day after
day to maintain enthusiasm, academic
integrity, sincerity and endurance. We are
tempted to wonder why such a student
bothers with a college education.
The Poly Royal and registration issue are
the tow editions which are the major
showpieces for those considering Cal Poly
for their education. To entering students
and fellow faculty members, let us
remember that a university is a place for
dissenting ideas, lively discussions, and
broader minds than the writer of that
student editorial.
Sincerely,
Ralph A. Jacobson
Gail M. Jacobson
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Test
From pag e 1

f t e s y S T C A T i o W .;S T I N K S . 1!!
making up the list of students
from I977 in order for the
Testing Center to bring its
records up to date and to
prepare the students who are
now juniors for the Junior
Level Writing Proficiency
. examination, which is a
requirement for graduation
and will be given in January.
The English Placement
Test started in 1975 in order
to insure that incoming
freshmen knew how to read
and write proficiently in their
classes. Students who have
low scores on the EPT may
get counseling 'which will
recommend classes that will
improve the verbal, area they
are weak in.
Lucas said the classes
recommended do not have to
be taken. The counseling is
only to help students do
better in school as a whole.
For more information
about the English Placement
Test, call Danila Redd at the
Counseling Center, 5462511, or Nancy Lucas at 546T524.

From page 1

programs in the ASI," Forestiere said.
The cut in funds lo IRA was by far the
largest reduction to any group in the
current ASI budget.
Research done by the finance committee
this fall should show where further cuts can
be made for the 1980-81 budget, Forestiere
said.
"In the past if a group had been funded
by the ASI previously it would get funding
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During World War II Cal
Poly was the site of a naval
flight prep school from
which more' thap 3600 naval
a v ia tio n
cad ets
were
graduated.

Page 3

In I960, control of Cal
Poly and all other state
colleges was transferred from
the State Board of Education
to an independent Board of
Trustees.
________ _
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Films C o m m itte e

again almost automatically," Forestiere
said. "This year we'H look at which
programs are worth continuing and which
we should begin to phase out.
"W e’ll trim off (from the budget) groups
in which students are not interested
anymore.”
Prior to budget hearings this year ASI
may establish a 90 percent base budget
policy, said Forestiere.
"We tell groups to request 90 percent of
what they had been operating on,”
Forestiere said. “ Then each group has to
list in order of priority its items paid for by
the last 10 percent (of its ASI subsidy).”

A name
you can
counton
For the latest and greatest
fashion accents, check o u t
this blazer w ith western shaped
shoulder yokes and flap
pockets shown w ith bias
m itered s k irt trim m ed w ith
western detailed belt.
College- Town and Holser's.
your leader in fashion.

Hotberik A ttic
O iM a M rh W
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The M ost Popular Movie C o m ed y O f All Tim e
THE MATTY SIMMONS

IVAN REITMAN PRODUCTION

NATIONAL L A G O O N S ANIMAL HOUSE ^
JOHN OELUSHI TIM MATHESON JOHN VERNO
VERNA OLO O M THOMAS HULCE o n d DONALD SUTHERLAND . o m u
Produced b y MATTY SIMMONS o n d IVAN REITMAN Music b y ELMER BERNSTEIN
W ritten by HAROLD RAMIS DOUGLAS KENNEY G CHRIS MILLER D irected b y JOHN LANDIS
Song animat HCXJM Composed ond O dorm ed by STIFHtN DISHOP

HIMALAYA
HOURS
Mon Sat 9 30 5 30
Thur*. 9 30 0 00»

Isn 't it tim e to p u t yourself above the Crowd?
A t the very top. W ith Himalaya. No one has
more excitin g tops fo r active young men...
see them at Holser's fo r Men.

HolbertbfonM erv

STARTS SEPT 28th
VT A ZOO NEAR YOU!
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Juggling
Juggling classes are now
being offered by the SLO
P ark
and
R e creatio n
department every Wednesday

from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the
Recreation Center, 864 Santa
Rosa. Fee is S8 for eight
lessons. For more in
formation contact Mary
Seifert, 772*2544.

Celebration
The Day of the Dons
Celebration is set for. this
Saturday and Sunday in
Santa
M argarita.
The

foolowed by a horseshoe
festival honors the early
tournament, games and live
Spanish settlement of the
- music. On Sunday, a parade
Estrada family in Margarij*
Ranch. Festivities will begin isset for I p.m. ^ ^
at 8 a.m. Saturday morning
Pen Pals
with a ranch style breakfast.
Students interested in
writing to a pen pal from the
California'Mens Colony on
Highway I in San Luis
Obispo should contact
Mechele Pruitt in U.U. 103,
or put a message in box no.
12. The group provides an
opportunity, for inmates at
the colony to correspond to
.someone in the community.

Jethro TuH
An Hour with Jethro Tull,
featuring an uninterrupted
'hour of the band's music,
can.be heard Monday night,
October l from 9 to I0 on
campus radio station KCPR,
9I.3FM .

Languages
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SEE OUR REPRESENTATIVE
ON CAMPUS OCT.16-17
Our Denver Division has many new op
portunities awaiting recent college
graduates Maior facilities are located at
Denver. CO; New Orleans. LA; Santa
Marta. CA. Currently there are 365 con
tracts that involve work in such exciting
areas as Space Launch Systems. De
fense Systems, Command and Informa
tion Systems. Payload Integration. Space
Satellites. Solar Systems. Space Shuttle
and the new generation Missile System
O p p o r tu n itie s N o w
w nnw in iM

ir tti

mv

m any •m ry -

itv w grown) position* tnst oner prac
tical experience In the advanced stale
o f the englneerfnp e r t Such Welds a s «

Software • Test • Propulsion * Ther
mophysics • Structures •
sipn Analysis • Product Development •
rnolnsstino
Looistlcs * elo”Industrial
*wv sm
r u n rwwr rev^g • earletwivvw
*
teg rat Ion • Systems • Guidance A Con
trol • RF System s • Com m unications •
Data H andling • Pow er System s •
Payloads A Sensors • Q uality • Safety
and Manufacturing.

If you’re considering a career in aero
space, you won t find the challenge
greater nor the work more rewarding than
at Martin Marietta
In addition to job opportunity the com

A Cal Poly extension
course on small farm animals
is being offered on Tuesdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. through
October 23 in Room 201 of
the agriculture building. The
course is taught by animal
science faculty member
Colleen Childers and the fee
is $25. Call 2053 for,more
information.

RO TC adventure
C liff repelling, group
problem solving and a
barbeque are scheduled for
Adventure Day set for
Saturday, September 29 and
sponsored by the campus
ROTC department Ad
venture Day starts at 8 a.m.
in front of Dexter I ihrary.
All Cal Poly students are
invited.
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MATTRESSES
10 YEAR WARRANTY

Save

U P TO 40%

Famous SAN1 P E D I C

,.
All New

Mattress
- 4 f njmtfcwon

6

We’ll be open until
A

7=30 pm tonight!
ElCbnal

Extension

THE SL E E P LO FT

I W IN

Bookstofe

SC IS

I t o i l i I V « «*s

r u n sfcTSHoir» rvxis

m io QUEEN SETS Both h e r n * 1 4 9 "
KING SETS All 3 Pieces . . . . * 1 9 9 "

HOURS Mon. Sal 10 am

— .

African history authority
Dr. Yosef A.A. benJochannan will speak on The
African Origins of Western
Civilization Thursday at 1|
a.m. in U.U. 220. Admission
is free.

Classes in conversational
FRench and Russian will be
offered by the Adult School
of San l.uis Coastal Unified
School District beginning
Tuesday, October 2 in Room
Council
3 of San l.uis Obispo Junior , * Health
■ —i
High School. Russian begins
The
Student ' Health
at 6:45 and French at 8; 15.
Registration fee is S20. For Advisory Council is acmore information, contact cepting applications lor
instructor Olga Howe at 544- membership on the 79 80
council. Applications can be
i 9090.
obtained at the health center
or by contacting Jeanette
Magic show
Reese, ext. 1211. For more
An evfning of magic and inform ation call SHAC
illusions is set fo r. Sunday chairman Ted Oyama 544
night, September 30 when the 7230 or 541-0525.
ASI Special Events com
mittee presents two magic
Going M obile
shows at 7 and 9 p.m. in the
T he
T ransportation
Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets are
S2.S0 for students and S3 for Project at ECOSI (), 985
Palm St., is seeking in
non-students.
terested members The
Project is a group oTIocal
CD social
people working to improve
The Child Development the San Luis Obispo area by
Club will hold a meeting to bettering transportation.
greet new members on Those interested can attend i,
Tuesday, October 2 at "’:30 m eeting on Thursday
p .m .
in
th e
C h ild evening. October II at 7:30
Development Building. An at the ECfoSLO offices, or
ice cream social and slide contact Ron Bearcc, 541show arc planned.
2615.

pany s comprehensive program ot em
ployee benefits has a financial value
equivalent to approximately forty percent
of the employee s income Included are.
Company-paid insurance, performance
sharing plan, retirement plan, vacation,
education reimbursement and long term
disability plan
Interested graduates please contact
Martin Marietta Aerospace Attn College
Relations, PO Box 179(#06310) Denver.
CO 80201
Martin Marietta is an Affirmative Action
Employer actively seeking the Handc*>ped and Veterans National Security regu
lations require Limed Slates Citizenship

Lecture

S .30 p m • Thurs Hi 9 p m
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Dentes charge

Brown said to have changed opposition to Diablo
SACRAMENTO (AP) Davis added that his - error. If he changed his
Gov. Edmund BRown Jr.
recollection of the meeting mind, that’s his option. He
denied a report Wednesday
matches Brown’s, and that said it.”
by two union leaders that he Cofer and Walters must have
On another issue raised by
promised to drop his op m isunderstood
Brown’s the union leaders, Brown and
position ,.to the Diablo
comments.
Davis both confirmed that he
Canyon nuclear power plant.
Davis said Brown was was accurately quoted as
asked by Cofer and other seeing the need to fill the
Dean Cofer, business
labor leaders to drop his New Meloncs Dam, possibly
manager
of
Electrical
o p p o sitio n to D iab lo in 12 to 18 months.
Workers Local 1245 in
Walnut Creek, and Cofer’s Canyon, “ and h r said, ‘I
Opposition to new nuclear
assistant, Merton Walters); ' cannot make that com power has- been a major
mitment. I will give you the plank in Brown’s fledgling
said Brwon promised during
a three-hour private meeting courtesy of calling you campaign fdrthe Democratic
before I take further action nomination for president.
Aug. 21 that he would not try
... but I will not make a
to prevent opening of the
4fcit his anti-nuclear stand
SI.,6 billion PG*E plant near commitment to refrain from has increased opposition to
legal intervention.’ "
San Luis Obispo.
Brown among labor groups,
“ There was no misun who see his opposition to
But in separate interviews.
derstanding on our part,” nuclear power as a threat to
Brown and his chief of staff.
Gray DAivs, specifically Cofer replied to Davis’ jobs.
remarks in a later interview
denied making the promise
He has courted anti
Wednesday after he and nuclear activists and ap
reported by Cofer and
Walters.
D avis h ad ta tk td by peared at their rallies, in
“ That’s not true,” the telephone. “ The governor cluding one June 3 near
Democratic governor said of indicated that he would not Diablo Canyon in which he
Cofer’s remarks, adding that oppose Diablo Canyon to us, promised to “ personally
and we stand by that.”
his legal affairs secretary,
’ And Walters added: “ I
Tony Kline, “ is actively
was there. I heard what the
preparing the legal papers”
to try to stop opening of man Brown said. If he says
he didn’t say it, then he is in
Diablo Canyon.

pursue every avenue of
appeal” to prevent the
Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission from issuing a
license for PG’E to open the
nearly complete Diablo
plank*'
C ofer, who described
himself and his union as

being “ among Brown’s early
s u p p o rte n r,*’ said he
requested the Aug. 21
meeting IQ discuss Brown’s
positions on a variety of
energy and water issues.
Including nuclear power,
V'
' ..1
The conflict between

Gov, Brown sign rape bill
SACRAMENTO (AP) - marriage. Feminist groups
"/ •
. ;
denounced that exception as
An Oregon-type law allowing a remnant of medieval times.
a wife to charge her husband
Opponents to the bill said
with rape has been signed by they feared a rape charge
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. The would be used to try to extort
m easu re,
A B 546
by a divorce settlement. A group
Assemblyman Floyd Mori, of defense lawyers criticized
D-Pleasanton, goes into the bill as a phony solution to
marital violence, saying
effect next Jan. I.
Technically, it removes a counseling and attacks on
century-old provision saying u n e m p lo y m e n t
and
that rape does not apply alcoholism would be more
within the confines of a effective.

---------- ------ i

City seeks emblem
PEGGY DEWANE
Oa«y StaH Wrtta-

After registration and
buying books, any student
could probably use an extra
$700—and th a t’s what
Atascadero donors are of
fering.
Any San Luis Obispo
County resident is eligible to
win the money in a contest.
The contest, which started
Aug. I and will continue
through Oct. 13, is being held
to find a ity emblem and
motto for the newly in
corporated city.
A $600 cash prize will be
offered to, the best city
emblem design. The design
should be no larger than 12
inches by 16 inches and
limited to four colors or less.
A $100 cash prize will be
offered to the best city
motto. The motto entries
should be short and consist
of no more than seven words.

“ The city council will
decide the final motto and
emblem,” Mike Lucas, one
o r the contest organizers
said.
Lucas said the emblem and
motto most likely will be
chosen before Thanksgiving.
The final day to turn them in
is Oct. 13.
“ We want a large amount
of input so that we will end
up with the best possible
design,” Lucas said.
The entries for the contest
can be turned in to Lucas
Printing in Atascadero or
mailed in to the Atascadero
City Emblem contest. For a
list of the contest rules,
contact Mike Lucas at 4665533.
By winning the contest the
entrant’s design and motto
will become a permanent
part of the newly formed city
and the winner can pick up
an extra $700.

Brown and the labor leaders
surfaced Wednedsay, when
news organizations received
copies of a news release from
the union carrying the
headline. . “ Brown Makes
Surprise Concessions in
Meeting with IBEW Of
ficials.”

' t- - __-

Mori said Tuesday that the
bill “ is a statement by
Californians that we will not
tolerate violence in the
home.”
The measure makes no
references to gender, so a
woman theoretically could be
charged with rape by her
husband. It also provides for
less severe penalties for
spousal rape than other types
of rape.
—--

.- ■

Bank of America

M ANS

e - © .m ;c E

At Bank of America, we
study student banking needs.
And we’ve designed our
Money Convenience System™
to help meet them.

W HERE
YOU
W ANT IT
R EG . 25.95
ON S A L E . .. |

$19.95

Model CS-4/M
Twists • Turns • R aises • Lowers
To pyt the light just w here you want it
D ecorator Colors white, yellow, oran g e,
red, blue, brown, black and green

R 8 MABI8

Ammo* TnuMftrservice

sauirrc'S
It s easy services For
example, our free Money Transfer
Service is cyeat if you’re getting
money from home. With it funds
can be automatically transferred
on a regular basis from one Bank
of America checking or savings
account to another, anywhere
in Cafifomia.
Jris easy sauings. checking
and credit We have a wide variety of
plans to fit most needs. Including
College Plan* checking, which gives
you unlimited checkwaiting for just

$1.00 a month for the nine month
school year And no service charge
at all for June. July or August
We also offer Instant Cash to
help you establish credit while you’re
still in school, h’s available to
students of sophomore standing or
higher who qualify
Its free and easy financial
information. Our Consumer
Information Reports cover a variety
of financial subjects and they’re

free at any Bank of
America branch
It's easytD-getto\^
banking. Our Money
Convenience Systdfn.
helps fit banking into
your schedule. With
early and late walk up/
drive up windows
available at most
branches—just in case
you have classes during our regular
hours. And, since Bank of America
has more branches in California
than any other bank, we re probably
nearby
So come in and get to know
The Finance Major. And you’ll get
to know easier student banking

BANKof AMERICA

IFURNISHINGS
695 Higuar* St.. S.L.0 54&5S89 j
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Deer, bear, rattlesnake

b y d o u c h u c k in s

Fur, fish and game feast
B Y D O U G H U C K IN S

Venison, wild boar, wildfowl and rattlesnake are only a
few of the entrees that will be offered to the public at the
14th annual San Luis Obispo Sportsman’s Association
wild game barbeque on Sunday. Sept. 30 at Cuesta Park
from 12-3 p.m.
——
According to association secretary Roy
JJ w,“
game is donated by sportsmen
county. Although most meat consuls o tt o *
— Mimi-n can also sample raccoon, bobcat, venison
hamburger, sausage and fresh albacore and salmon.
The S4 per adult and S2 per child under 12 fee includes
beans, salad, salsa, french bread and corn on the cob.
“ We served about 400 people at our first barbecue and
1300 four years ago,” said Parsons. “ That was just too
large of a crowd to serve comfortably, so now we’re trying
to keep attendance to about 1000,” he said.

Association members use a backboe to dig a pit 14 f « t
long, six feet wide and six feet deep. Over ten pickup truck
loads of oak wood are required to build a bed of coals.
Fifty to 60 bundles of meat, each weighing over 15 pounds,
are wrapped in butcher paper, tied with twine, placed in
clean cement sacks and wet burlap sacks and tied with wire
before being buried on top of the coals. Cooking time
varies from 12-16 hours.
The association has been the leader in the battle to open
Whale Rock reservoir to public fishing. While the battle
has been successful, S7.000 in attorney’s fees have been

■q— w B liy tham nriation.

- .. - - ■1 •■ ' -■ - • ' : -

Revenue collected from the barbecue is used to help
finance conservation projects, hunter safety courses and
legal costs for court actions the association is involved in.
Other projects funded by the association have been the
wooden sign identifying the Pismo Ecological Preserve and
the planting of saltbrush at the Big Sandy Wildlife Con
servation Area east of Camp Roberts.

SPORT SHOE
S A V IN G S
Copeland's has the widest selection of
athletic shoes for you to choose from,
and there are always fantastic shoe
-specials like these ...

u,»| riiiMm Witui
A large, stately-looking
and
easily
recognized
resident o f the San Luis
Obispo area is the great blue
heron. They may be observed
in pastures feeding among
cattle, along streams or
lakeshores and in coastal
estuaries.
H e ro n s a r e
e a s ily
distinguished frorif the cranes
in flight by the way they
draw their necks back in an
S-shaped curve. The cranes
fly with their head and neck
extended.
The hugest part of the
heron’s diet is fish, frogs and
aquatic insects. It fishes both
day and night by two
methods: still hunting, <in
which it silently waits for a
fish to swim near, or by

stalking with slow, deliberate
steps until it’s quarry is
spotted. After seizing or
impaling a fish, it is tossed in
the air to be caught and
swallowed head first. If it is
too large it may be carried
ashore or beaten on the water
and then carried to shore
where it is torn into bite-size
pieces.
Locally, there is a large
great blue heron rookery in a
grove o f eucalyptus trees
between the Golden _ Tee
Resort and the Museum of
Natural History in Morro
Bay. Nests are most easily
seen from a boat, although
birds can be seen from shore.
The nests are large, sturdy
platforms built of sticks and j
twigs and are occupied by |
young' during the spring and!
summer months.

1hi^lwyk
WNScritt

879 HIGUEHA STREET
San Luis O bispo. CA 541-3735

posters

GIGANTIC SELECTIO N

BROOKS
SUPER
VILLANOVA
★

★

★

★

★

5 STAR RATED BY "RUNNER'S WORLD" MAG
1979 RATINGS
Beathable nyldn upper with suede
leather tip and counter pocket. Padded
heel, flared wedge, reinforced racing stud
sole. Perforated mid sole.

1885

Thousands of different prints to choose

SO M ETHIN G FOR
EVER Y O N E
For All Interests & Tastes

A LL SIZES
From 5” x 7* to 50” x 70”

LOW PRICES
starting at $1.00
T h f Sub A lso C arries:

T-Shirts for Guys & Gals

Over 500 Detigns to C hoose From

The Most Complete Line of Pipes, Papers &
Smoking Accessories at low prices

NIKE ELITE

S lig h tly B lem ished.
Nylon running shoe with suede toe and
heel. Durable sole with shock absorbing
heel. 1978 Runner's World gave this-shoe
a 5 star rating.

1985

NEW BALANCE
TRAIL
For cross country training. Combines
anti-shock cushioning sole with nylon
mesh upper to produce a great shoe. 5
Star ra t ing in 1978 'RUNNER'S
WORLD' m a g -----------1-------------

1685

PUMA ROCKET
Nylon uppers with suede leather,toe and
heel. Studded sole for traction and
durability.

1685

TRED II
LADY ZEPHER

—

P R jjl 6 85

Nylon uppers, seamless construction
with suede leather toe and heel.

Hours: M S 9:30-5:30
Thur nite til 9:00
Sun. 12.-00-S.-00

Copeland’s
Sports

AM s a in final. Quantities. a m ,
colors bmiied lo slock on hand

If you want to got into nuclear power, atari by getting into the
nuclear Navy
The Navy operates more than half the reactors in America
So our training is tha moot comprehensive You start by earn
ing your comffiiaeion as a Navy officer Then wo givo you a year
of advanced nuclear training (with a $3,000 bonus when you
ttnmhl During your carear, you’ll get practical, hands-on experience with our nuclear-powered (last.
If that sounds like the kttld of responsibility you're looking
for. apeak to your Navy recruiter or send your resume to:
L t. Pete Hansen - 47Z7 W ila h ire Blvd
Los Angeles, G a. 90010 (213) 468-3321
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Campus ponds
open to fishing
Long gas lines, higher fuel prices and tight budgets are
causing most people, especially students, to look closer to
home for recreation.
Cal Poly students, whether dormitory or off-campus
residents, don’t have to look any farther than their own
back yard.
A short walk or bicycle ride from any'jilace'oh'camjtas
provides the opportunity to picnic, birdWatch, sketch or
fish at one of four ponds scattered among 1he( more than
5,000acres that make up Cal Poly. - 11
Although there are nine ponds on campus, only In
donesia, Shepard, Smith and Drumm reservoirs have
populations o f fish and are accessible to fishermen. These
waters arc used by the Natural Resources Department as
freshwater ecosystem study areas and for crop irrigation.
The ponds support populations of redear sunfish,
bluegill and largemouth bass.
Shepard Reservoir, the largest and most widely known,
is located between the student horse barns and the swine
unit. It’s open to the public for recreational fishing and is
easily accessible by car. No boats are allowed on the lake,
which offers easy access to most of the shoreline.
Smith Reservoir is adjacent to Shepard and parallels the
airstrip. If is almost concealed by trees and brush in a
steep-sided draw and is only accessible on foot.
At the end of a dirt road that winds its way uphill past
the arboretum is Indonesia Reservoir. A five minute walk
along this road leads to the exposed shoreline which is
frequented by livestock, deer and raccoons.
Behind the barn at the beef unit is Drumm Reservoir. It
too has an exposed shoreline that often has crops growing
down to the waters edge.
Chattering red-winged blackbirds, the sdft ‘plop’ of a
turtle entering the water and the constant buzzing of
'dragonflies and other insects are common greetings ex
tended to visitors. Most of the ponds have resident duck
populations, largely consisting of coot, although teal and
other species are seen frequently.
►
People interested in trying their luck with rod and reel
will be most successful during morning or evening hours
when the fish are most active and the wind isn't blowing.
Dr. Marvin Whalls, Department Head of the Natural
Resources Management Department and an avid pond
fisherman, suggests that redworms and mealworms be
‘ used by bait fishermen. Flies and lures will work well at
times, he said.
Because live bait such as minnows will quickly upset a
'“ pond's ecological balance, Whalls asks anglers not to use
them in the ponds.
“ I’d rate bass fishing poor, bluegill fair, and redear as
good during spring spawning, but fish can always be
caught,” he said.
Crayfish and bullfrogs are two other pond residents
which may be seen by the observant visitor. Although
crayfish are present throughout San Luis Obispo Creek's
watershed, the campus crayTish are a different species that
have been introduced for test purposes.
“ Please don’t disturb them,” said Whalls.
Some of the bullfrogs grow to huge sizes and are con
sidered to be an underharvested resource. They may be
harvested by any legal method according to the 1979
California Sport Fishing Regulations.
The same guideline applies to all campus fishing, in
cluding possession of a current license and inland waters
stamp. The cost for the two is $7.
Don Van Acker, Environmental Health and Safety
Coordinator at Cal Poly, said, “ A conscious effort must
be made to observe all safety requirements when at the
ponds.”
Requirements include closing any open gates, leaving
animals alone and not climbing fences.
i

*

T ellico dam approved
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) - The process of filling the
Tellico Dam reservoir and flooding the spawning grounds
of the rare snail darter could begin within a month, of
ficials said after President Carter decided to permit
completion of the controversial project that has threatened
to make the fish extinct.
The tiny fish has been the central character in a long
legal battle over completion of the project on the Little
Tennessee River. The president said Tuesday he had signed
“ with mixed reactions” the legislation allowing com
pletion of the 12-year-old project.
Work on the dam, which is 95 percent completed at a
cost so far of $116 million, was halted last year when the
Supreme Court ruled the reservoir would wipe out the fish,
which was protected by the Endangered Species Act.
But supporters of the TV A project say il will create an
economic boom in the area and that the three-inch fish can
survive in the nearby Hiwassee River, where it has been
transplanted.
Carter signed a SI0.86 billion appropriations bill that
contained S36 million for the Tellico Dam and exempted
the project from the Endangered Species Act.
"1 accept, with regret, this action as expressing the will
of the Congress in the Tellico matter,” Carter said. "1 am.
also convinced that even if I vetoed the bill, Tellico^
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An an g ler enjoys th e so litu d e w h ile fish in g a t C al Poly reservlor.
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HOLY HYKRDOUCS1
[HPm dses professional scientific calculators students can afford.
Bet that bit of news really elevated your
equations! Hewlett-Packard, the people who
make some of the w orld’s most dynamic calcula
tors. now makes models just for your needs
and budget —Series E.
Wow! The first one is the HP-31E
Scientific, now available at a NEW LOW PRICE
—ISO* It’s a reaTcorker of a basic scientific
calculator It has all the trigonometric, exponen
tial and m ath functions you need most. Not
only that, it handles metric conversions. And if
th a t’s not enough, it has both Fixed and Scientific
display modes and 4 separate user memories.
Want more? Then take the HP-32E
Advanced Scientific with Statistics, also at a
NEW LOW PRICE*- $70.* It’s everything the
HP-3IE is —and more! More math and metric,
comprehensive statistics, decimal degree conver
sions. Engincering/Scientific/Fixed display
modes and 15 user memories to boot. Sufficient
to handle any'"would-be” brain busters!
And now, for those who meet the
challenge of repetitious riddles.problem s, and
scientific equations —the HP-33E Programmable
Scientific! l ikewise available at a NEW LOW
PRICE —$90*
A multi-fareted scientific, m ath and
statistical calculator with the added punch of
programmability. It gives you aCyour com m and:

49 program lines of fully merged keycodes; a
dazzling array of program control keys; and 8
user memories. Never again shy away from a
sinister calculation!
And listen to this: every Series E calcula
tor comes with a new larger. 10-digit display
with commas to separate thousands for easier
reading; diagnostic system s to help you catch and
correct errors; a low battery w arning light;
rechargeable batteries and more.
Surely, there is a Series E calculator that
is right for you. Which one? I suggest that you
stop by your HP dealer for a ‘‘hands-on’’
dem onstration and a free copy o f ‘‘A buyer’s guide
to HP professional calculators!' For your
dealer's address. CALL TOLL-FREE 800-648-4711
except from Alaska or Hawaii. In Nevada, call
800-992-57K). Get your H P —and solve another
one for freedom, ingenuity and correct answers!
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UNSCHEDULE
Student Affairs Division services are funded by Student
Services Fees, and are designed to optimize student
developm ent outside of the classroom. Classes offered
are Non-Credit courses for the enhancem ent of personal
growth.

and modes of effectiveness for those m ethods currently
available.
Time: To be arranged
—
Place: To b e arran g ed
*
Contact Health Education at 546-1211
PRESENTORS: Health C enter Peer Counseling Staff
v l

k^
i

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT GROUP
A g roup experience designed to encourage academ ic
progress. Students will have the opportunity to explore
reasons and solutions for lack, of motivation, concen
tration, e tc. Two sessions weekly will provide the time to
encourage students to progress through a variety of
techniques a n d procedures. Preregistration is required
before O ctober 8th. .

ESSAY TEST PREPARATION AND
TEST TAKING SEMINAR
S tu d e n ts will learn how to deal with both short a n d long
answer written tests by learning to assess th e hin d s of
questions they will b e expected to answer, to put the
m aterial from all sources together, a n d to review the
m aterial for the specific exam. Please bring class
m aterials for personal help.

Time:

Time: November 1st— 1100-1200
Place: University Library, Room 208A
Maximum Number: 20

O ctober 8th, Time to be A rranged — Leave
Class Schedule at Learning Assistance C enter.
Place: University Library, Room 208A
Maximum Number: 10

PRESENTORS: Learning Assistance C enter Staff

PRESENTORS: Learning Assistance C enter Staff
ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOR
A structured social skills training experience for persons
who seek to increase their capacity to express them 
selves effectively and gain confidence in self-assertion.
G roups will run 5 weeks. New sections will b e offered
m id-quarter.
Time: MW 1100-1200; TTH 1300-1400
Place: Counseling C enter ...... ~ ~ ..............

.— ..

' r..*

PRESENTOR: Bob Barrows
.v’v ' '

i

ASSERTIVE TRAINING FOR WOMEN
A skills training experience especially geared to the
needs of women who seek to increase their capacity to
express themselves effectively and confidently.
Time: Mondays, 1300-1500
Place: Counseling C enter
PRESENTOR; Lois Dlrkes

* *

---------------

BLACK ENGINEERING GROUP
The group will obtain information about opportunities
and the preparation required for an engineering career.
M embers will work on increasing the. minority e n 
gineering population at Cal Poly as well as how to assure
the successful completion of their own undergraduate
work. The main intent of this group is to aid Blacks in a
technical field. However, anyone who is supportive of
the goals of the organization will be welcome.
Time: To be arranged
Place: EOPHlllcrest
Maximum Number: No maximum

HOLISTIC
This group ts designed to integrate the whole person.
The student who will benefit most from this g ro u p is the
one who feels his whole person is functioning less than
satisfactory and is ready to m ake a commitment to ex 
plore alternative m ethods of self help. The following
tools will be plored: keeping a daily log, nutritional
awareness, m editative techniques, exercise, scheduling,
and spirituality.
Time: Tuesday, 1000-1200
Place: Couseling C enter
Maximum Number: 10
PRESENTOR: C lara Froggatt

-

HUMAN UNDERSTANDING AND
GROWTH WORKSHOP
a positive experience in values ci a n ti cation, team outici*
ing, leadership and personal styles, quality decision
making, and com m unication to give students a greater
understanding of self and others in task-oriented group
situations. Please note that this is not an encounter group
experience.
Dates: November 2 through 4. (Deadline to sign up:
O ctober 30)
Place: C am p Pinecrest in C am bria
Maximum Num ber: 60
Fee:
$6.50 (covers food, lodging and m aterials)
For further information, call or stop by the Activities
Planning C enter in the University Union (546-2476)
PRESENTOR: Sam Spoden an d selected students

PRESENTOR: Fred Small
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR)
A CPR class will be co-sponsored by the Health Center
and Student Health Advisory Council (SHAC) this Fall.
Enrollment will be limited for this em ergency training
program .
Time: To be arranged
Place: To be arranged
Contact Health Education at 546-1211
PRESENTORS: SH ACM em bers
CAREER EDUCATION RESOURCES PLANNING
An Educational O pportunity Program student workshop
to explore c areer and educational planning alternatives.
We will be planning what we want to do after graduation
from Cal Poly.
G roups of 4 to 7 students to identify C areer/G raduate
Resources and the skills we can highlight in our job
search.
V
Time:
Place

W ednesday, 1800
To be arranged

PRESENTOR: Roberto G . Brady
CONTRACEPTION AND DECISION-MAKING
A weekly workshop to help men and women choose a
contraceptive method well suited to their lifestyles.
Participants will have the opportunity to explore p e r
sonal reactions, advantages, disadvantages, side effects

INDIVIDUALIZED TEST ANXIETY
The Test Anxiety Program consists of five one-hour
sessions designed to help students alleviate test anxiety
individually with the help of a counselor using tapes and
practice. Individual program s will begin Septem ber 24,
1979.
Time:

For more information call 546-1256 or stop by
the Learning Assistance C enter
Place: University Library, Room 2O0A
PRESENTORS: Learning Assistance C enter Staff

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
A group designed for persons who seek an introductory
group experience, who wish to make contact with others,
who wish to find out m ore about them selves through
relationships with others.
An attempt is m ade to look at relationship. W hat do we
mean when we say we want to relate at m ore than a
surface level? How do we communicate)* W hat is the
difference between a monologue and a dialogue in
comm unication? These questions and others a re a d 
dressed in this group.
Time: T, 1500-1700
Place: Counseling C enter

-

PRESENTOR: Bob Barrows

,« _ r
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INTERVIEW TRAINING WORKSHOPS
A workshop designed to p rep a re the prospective job
seeker for th e most critical phase of the job seeking p ro 
cess, the interview. Students will b e exposed to the various phases of the interview, types of questions to expect
a n d what they can do to p rep are in advance. Students
will also have the opportunity to role play various parts
of th e interview. Pre-registration is mandatory.

\

RESUME PREPARATION WORKSHOP
Preparation of the resum e, its im portance, types, co n 
tents and its many uses a re aims of this workshop. Preregistration required in Placem ent C enter.
Time: Contact Placem ent C enter
Place: Placem ent C enter
Maximum Number: 15

j_

PRESENTORS: Professional mem bers of the Placement
C enter
'

Time: Contact Placem ent C enter - 2501
Place: Placem ent C enter
tv
Maximum Number: 15

SUMMER JOB SEARCH
uesigned to acquaint students with the ways in which the
Placem ent C enter can assist them as they look for
summer em ploym ent.
*
Information regarding application procedures and
deadlines for Federal an d State summer positions;
governm ent and private Internships; opportunities with
summer cam ps/ronches; on-cam pus interviews for
summer positions; general job-hunting techniques for
m ajor-related summer work.
. * ,

PRESENTORS: Professional m em bers of the Placem ent
C enter Staff
THE JOB SEARCH STRATEGY

This workshop is designed to acquaint the student with
the different steps involved in the job seeking process.
Narrowing the job objective, w here to look for a job,
researching an d contacting com panies, and what em 
ployers look for in an applicant are the types of subjects
covered d u ring this tim e. A dequate time is provided for
specific questions about the job se arc h .

- •. Time: Contact Placem ent C enter
Place: Placem ent C enter

Time: C ontact the Placem ent Center
Place: Placem ent C enter

PRESENTORS: G retchen Beckmann & Tim Gafney

PRESENTOR: Rich Equinoa

SURVIVAL SKILLS - THIRD WORLD APPROACH
A series of mini courses and seminars to teach the
strategies and skills which are necessary to help Third
W orld students survive in college. Designed to deal with
all facets of the educational and academ ic experience,
problem solving processes will be discussed.

LATINOS HI AGMCULTURE
To explore a n a discuss the opportunities available for
students of bi-lingual, bi-cultural background in the
fields of international a n d national agriculture.

Time: M 1800-2000
Place: EOP Hillcrest

Time: To be arra n g e d
Place: EOP HiUcrest (
Maximum Num ber: 18

PRESENTOR: Locksley G eoghagen

PRESENTOR: A rm ando Pezo-Silva
„„

H

’

■■

-

•

.*

.

«

TEST PANIC TIPS SEMINAR
Students will learn shortcut techniques on how to reduce
tension, anxiety, or panic at exam time, and tips for lastm inute test preparation and test taking.

«

MATH ANXIETY GROUP
The math anxiety program will help students alleviate
math anxiety. Each session will provide students with an
opportunity to explore reasons a n d solutions for dif
ficulty in m ath courses. The m ath anxiety program co n 
sists of two one-hour sessions weekly. Pre-registration is
req u ired before O ctober 15, 1979.

Time: November 29th - 11OO-3QO0
P lace: Uni versity Library, Room 208A
Maximum Number: 20

-----

PRESENTORS: Learning Assistance C enter Staff

Time:

O ctober 22nd, Time to be A rranged — Leave
Class Schedule at Learning Assistance C e n te r.
Place: University Library, Room 208A

TIME MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
Students will learn how to becom e organized. They will
assess study time needs related to how they would like to
perform academ ically, learn strategies to meet these
needs and implement study- plans to guarantee ef
ficiency, realism , and freedom.

PRESENTORS: Learning Assistance C enter Staff
OBJECTIVE TEST PREPARATION ANL
TEST TAKING SEMINAR
Students will learn to take m ultiple choice type tests, to
assess the kinds of questions, to put course m aterials
together and to study the m aterial for the exam ination.
Attend one or both hours. Please bring class m aterials
for personal help.

Tim e: O ctober 9th — Assessment, 1100-1200
O ctober 16th — Strategies & Implementation,

1100-1200
Place: University Library, Room 208A
Maximum Number: 20
•

Time:' November 15th — 1200-1400
Place: University Library, Room 208A
Maximum Number: 20

*

*

PRESENTORS: Learning Assistance C enter Staff
WHAT WILL I DO AFTER GRADUATION GRADUATE SCHOOL
To assist EOP students in evaluating the opportunities
available through grad u ate program s. How to seek and
secure admission and financial assistance
In groups of 3-5, a person will explore the advantages
and disadvantages of graduate school and alternatives.
Students will be introduced to graduate placem ent
exams an d study guides and special admissions.

PRESENTORS: Learning Assistance C enter Staff
REACHING OUT
A g roup aim ed at interpersonal effectiveness and self
growth, each session will allow for personal exploration
of e xpression of feelings, helpful styles of listening and
responding, acceptance of self and others, constructive
confrontation, and developm ent of comm unication styles
to en able the participants to develop skHls for living.

Time: T 1500
Place: EOP Hillcrest
Maximum Number: 10

Time: Th 1500-1700
Place: C ounseling C enter
Maximum Number: 10

PRESENTORS: Roberto Brady & EOP Staff

PRESENTOR: Lois Dirkes

-

RELAXATION. STRESS CONTROL.
AND MEDITATION

- ✓

'•

'

,

,

*4.

WINNING WITH TA

Relaxation, sensory aw areness, and m editation skills will
be practiced in a small group to help students who feel
that tension and anxiety are interfering with their a c a 
dem ic an d personal lives.

The principles of Transactional Analysis will be in
troduced and dem onstrated. This group will focus on
understanding your transactions/relating with others
and em phasize personal responsibility for growth. What
does it take to be a w inner?

Time: MW 1100-1200
Place: Health C enter C onference Room

Time: F 1100-1300
Place: C ounseling C enter

PRESENTOR: Jim Aikin

PRESENTOR: Dale Federer

v-

/
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Vandalism, violence
HUNTINGTON BEACH (AP)—The music that
brought you the generation gap in the 50’s has broadened it
here with its latest variation—punk rock. Youths complain
of harassment by police, but residents complain of youth
violence, vandalism and bizarre behavior. “ It’s a state of war over there,” said condominium
manager Jack Miller. Jr. The homeowners association of
, Surfside Condominiums spends nearly $3,000 a month for

“ASCII

attriburocke

security and an extra SI,000 a month because of van
dalism, mostly due to a small group of punk-rockers, he
said.
.
Miller said the names of local punk rock bands and
swastikas, a symbol adopted byy many punk-rockers, have
been stenciled into sidewalks, spray-painted on walls and
burned into lawns. . .....
A woman who has lived on the same street for IS years
said she is now looking for a quieter neighborhood. She
described the punk-rockers as vicious youths who have
called her “ every name in the book.”
“ Their only goal is to torment people. That is one of the
. reasons that my home is for sale,” said the woman, who
asked not to be identified.
But one of the rockers says that ever since he cut his hair
punk-rock style, he has been harrassed by police.
“ We’re just bored kids looking for something better,”
said Mike Carpenter, 17, who like his friends has the razor
blade scars and the unevenly short-cropped hair charac
teristics of the punk rock look.
Police Lt. John Foster said there has been a larg

THE
BOOKS
IQ

amount of vandalism on tl^e south side of town, usually
taking the form of spray-painted graffiti, “ but there have
been some incidents of violence, too. and those arrested
have said they were avowed followers of Sid Vicious and
other punk-rockers.”
Punk rock, which originated in England, Is an adap
tation of rock music with' often violent lyrics reflecting
discontent with the government, the economy or parents."In a recent incident, punk rockers reportedly forced a
local teen-age boy to carve a swastika in his leg with a dull
paper clip.
“ Swastikas arc big down here,” Foster said, "but it
doesn’t seem to be symbolic of anti-Semitism so much as
just a general symbol of violence,” he said.
The carving incident and other violent acts have made
local headlines, giving the youths a notoriety many of them
say is unjust.
' As one local punk-rock band member said, “ If a guy
with long hair stabs someone, you don’t see in the paper,
‘Rock fan stabs somebody.’ ”
Foster said the punk-rock phenomenon surfaced less
than two months ago, but already has shown signs of
fadihg.
1
*
“ It has dropped considerably since school started,” he
said. Patrol checks are made in the neighborhoods where
there has been trouble, “ just to see if there’s any real
movement here, or whether it's just something that wilt go
away in a month or so,” Foster said. Foster said there were
about six punk-rock clubs here, with perhaps half-a-dozen
members in each, usually around 16 years old.

OPEN
t-shirts
SILK-SCREENED SHIRTS
Rock Stars from Aemsmith to Zappa

TOPS FOR GUYS a GALS
CUSTOM LETTERING
Say What You Want On Any Shut

/

OVER 500 DESIGNS

MM 7
u

FREMO N T -5 r l

t

You Can Put On Any Shirt or Top
Something for E w y o n e

. a sum .

PRICED FROM 9Z.99
( 2 99 Inrludes Promotion Shirt
& Choir** of D n ign

MM l l l l « « ^

F R E E DRAW ING!!! FR E E DRAW ING!!! FR E E DRAW ING!!!
SIGN UP NOW!!! SIGN UP NOW!!! SIGN UP NOW!!!

f ROOMS€RMIC€ «
in your home or dorm

each tray
feeds at least
two

★

544-4494

$10 per tray
or cake

The Continental
Assorted fresh fruit, cheddar cheese wedge, bagels and cream
cheese, oven-fresh sweet rolls, m ixed nuts, hard boiled eggs A
condiments.

it The Garden
A variety o fjresh vegetables, crackers and breadsticks,
ranchstyle dip, monterey jack and cheddar cheese wedges, hard,
boiled eggs A condiments.

it Super Sandwich Supper
Assorted fresh fruit, chocolates, and a whole loaf of submarinestyle sandwich stuffed with your choice of roast beef, ham,
cheddar and monterey jack cheeses'or avocado. Includes lettuce
and tomato, on a wheat, rye or white loaf.

Win A Pair O f Running
Shoes & Shorts
SIGN UP AND WIN A FR E E PA IR O F RU N N IN G SHOES COM PLIM ENTS
O F CAL POLY ARMY R O TC AND S .L .O .’s O U T F O O T E R S (the m ost
com plete ath letic footw ear sto re.)
PRIZES:
1 pair o f incn’s„Saucony 1 9 8 0 J ra in e rs (5 star rating)
1 pair o f w om en’s Brooks Lady Vantage Surprctnes (5 star rating)
;
1 pair o f m en’s nylon ru nning shorts
(’ .
1 pair o f w om en’s nylon ru n n in g shorts
WHERE; (T O SIGN UP)
During the ROTC scheduled DORM visits
- During College H our, T hursday Sept. 27, at 1 lam
D uring A dventure Day, S aturday Sept. 29, at C am p San Luis
WHO:
’
ALL Poly S tu d en ts (lim it one chance per stu d en t)
DRAWING:

it Breakfast Express

SatuFday7Scptefhber 29 at the Cal Poly ARMY ROTC

Fruitfuice. oven-fresh sweet rolls, bran muffins, bagels and
*. cmmm cheese, yogurt, assorted fresh fruit, hard boiled eggs and
famous Farmer Bros, coffee.
•

it Great Cakes
For any occasion, decorated with your message A fresh flowers
—delivered with style.

Now delivering
9PM - 3AM Thurs. thru Sun.
6AM - 9AM Fri. thru Sun.
if you have a phone, you have

ROOMS€RVJIC€
544-4494
Call us for catering, too!

V

*
J

A dventure D ay” , Cam p San Luis O b isp o during
th e B-B-Q. (W inner’s d o n o t need to be present)

REMEMBER Sign Up Now and Win a
Free Pair of Running Shoes and Shorts.
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Students may have com puter assistance for jobs
BY MEG McCONAHEY

“ SIGI teaches a mode of thinking valuable when
making these types of vital decisions,’’ Brown explained.
“ Many people discover that there’s a conflict between the
initial impression they had abbut a career option and their
final values as a human being.
For students with no specific career plans at all, SIGI
would make suggestions for generalized fields of con
centration based on their individual values and interests.
SIGI could also suggest more specific jobs for those
students who wanted to narrow down their options, Brown
said.
v
Several hurdles must be overcome befor SIGI could i
make its debut at Cal Poly. Dr. Hicks warned. One is the
limited space available in the Career Planning Center,
although SIGI could possibly be expanded to other
locations on campus with additional funds.
Financing is the other major obstacle in the' im
plementation of SIGI at Poly, Hicks said. Approximate
cost for the computer counselor would be $9,500, beyond
the budgetary reach of the Career Planning Center which
operates on only $1,950 per year.
Financing from the statewide level is imperative in order
to have SIGI, although a less comprehensive program
called Guidance Information System (GIS) would be
possible within the confines of the university’s existing
computer system, said Hicks.

<

Dafty S ta ff W riter

Cal Poly students having problems deciding on
academic majors and careers may soon have some nonhuman help In the form of- Student Interactive Guidance
Information (S1G1), a computer-based career guidance
counselor.
According to Dean Russell Brown, California StateStudent Association (CSSA) has endorsed the concept. A
proposal to install S l d s on campuses throughout the
California State University and Colleges systems awaits
approval in the Chancellor's office by the Board of
Trustees.
Cal Poly Pomona and UC Irvine already have SIGI. The
student response from those campuses has been excellent,
Brown laid.
'
“ It's not designed to replace counselors. It’s rather a
tool to help make the time a student spends in those
sessions with a counselor more efficient,’' he explained.
To Students. SIGI would » nn«r
with keyboard and video screen. Dr. Charles Hicks,
coordinator of the Career Development Center, said its:
operation may seem imposing, but he insists even students
with no background in computer operation could easily
operate SIGI.
Dean Brown describes SIGI as a value-based system that
takes the student through a series of sequential steps
designed to disclose what is truly important to him or her
individually. For example, such personal values as wealth,
security, helping others, upward mobility, and free time
wil be determined. In other words, SIGI probes student’s
minds to surface those values and sugguests career options
best suited to satisfy those individual needs.

San Jose
State U.
nudes back
oh stand

Brown said he expects the QSUC Board of Trustees to
reach a final decision on SIGI-sometime next January.
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TRIPLE BEAM
on SALE for only $ 5 9 .9 5

SAN-JOSEvrCalif. (AP) Nude models at San Jose
State University art classes
have ended a week-long
STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES

strike, but promised to get
dressed and resume the job
action if administrators fail
to meet their demands.
The 29 male and female
models are seeking hourly
pay of $6 instead of $4,
warmer rooms to pose in and
better dressing facilities. The
models complain that room
temperatures have been so
cold in the winter that they
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Monday.
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Kathy Cohen said the models
feel administrators are trying
to meet the demands.
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ANY MEDIUM PIZZA

-OFF - -

ANY M E D IU M PIZZA

1DEL,CrOUS PIZZA

a n d d e l ic io u s s a v in g s
Not good in combination with any other offer
One coupon per pura

Offer expires October 11

2138 Broad S t. 541-3478

WELCOME BACK CAL POLY!

EARN OVER 650 A
MONTH RIGHT THROUGH

Let MNirsctt'#) to
Pizza Hut' “

OFF

$100
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UNIVERSITY SQUARE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
<?7 September 28-29
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FUN

FOOD

PRIZES

ENTERTAINMENT

BARGAINS
SEE YOU THERE!!!!
Check for M I details in M U S TAN G D A ILY TOMORROW!
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Halvonik keeps position

’ -

M cC artney to g et aw ard

News

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—Although he » charged with
growing several hundred marijuana plants in his house,
appellate judge Paul Halvonik does not have to resign
from his post until the case goes to Superior Court.
So lar. authorities have filed only a Municipal Court
complaint against the Court of Appeal justice and his wife,
who wer? "krrested last week while Halvonik was on
vacation from the bench.
Under Article 6 of the state constitution, “ a judge is
disqualified from acting as a judge without loss of salary
while there is pending an indictment or an information’’
charging the judge with a felony.
- A “ complaint” is the only thing pending against
Halvonik, according to Clayton W. DaVega, deputy
Alartieda County dfttrict attorney -handling the judge’s
case.
\
„
In another development Tuesday, a legal scholar said
Halvonik may also be able to argue that a search warrant
police obtained to seize 323 marijuana plants in his
Oakland home was invalid because investigators used a
telescope to confirm plants on a back deck were
marijuana.
The State Supreme Court last week let stand a lower
court decision in another case that police could not use
binoculars to .confirm the identity of plants suspected of
being marijuana.
“ I would say the defense has a good strong issue on the
search and seizure question in this case,” said Professor
Phillip Johnson, associate dean of the University of
California’s Boalt Hall law school. " I t’s possible the
defense might prevail on that issue.”

Gangs on rise in state
SACRAMENTO (AP)—Attorney General George
Deukmejian says organized crime and motorcycle gang
activities are on the upswing in California, but terrorism
and prison gang crimes are diminishing.
Deukmejian made those estimates in a meeting Tuesday
with reporters to describe the formation o f a new special
prosecutions unit in the state Justice Department.
Deukmegian said there has been a significant increase in
the number of persons in California with known con
nections to underworld groups in eastern states. “ In the last four years, approximately 3 individuals with
past organized crime connections have come to
California, and are living and working here permanently,"
he said.
. _ \
, “ There are now around 30 people living in the state
whom you would say are active in organized crime because
of past criminal connections. As far as we can tell, vir
tually all of them are still engaged in illegal activities.”
Deukmejian said these organized crime figures are
scattered about evenly “ in all the major metropolitan
areas, except for the larger number that have located in the
Palm Springs area.”
He refused to discuss specific individuals or crimes,
except to say it was “ the usual” organized crime activities,
"gambling, pornography, loan sharking, narcotics, ex
tortion, fraud, anything where there’s a lot of cash in
volved.”
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Choose up to 4 erfthese softw are packages...FREE!
Electronic Engineering
Civil Engineering
othemattes
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LONDON (AP)—Ex-Beatlc Paul McCartney’s name
appears so many times in the Guinness Book of Records ,
that the editors have decided to present him with a special
medallion next month.
McCartney is listed as the most successful composer of
all time, the owner of the most gold discs—42 in Britain (a
gold disc is awarded for sales of 300,000 singles records)
and the world’s most successful recording artist for
estimated global sales of 10 million singles and 100 million
albums.
“ Paul McCartney . . . is almost a permanent fixture in
the book," Guinness editor Norris McWhirter said ..
Wednesday.

S F teachers on strike
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—Defiant San Francisco
teachers remain on strike, despite a court order to return to
work,
-:
~
T”7
The city’s middle schools were scheduled to open today
even though at least 2,600 of 3,600 teachers were o ff the
job Tuesday in defiance of judicial orders that they go to
work while negotiations in the more than two-week-old
strike continue.
Schools were supposed to open Sept. 12, but because of
the strike, only elementary schools began on Sept 24.
Union leaders, who told their members that they could
ignore the court orders, have said they will urge an im
mediate ratification vote if the district agrees to rehire 1
ip'we than 90 of 1,200 laid-off teachers.
In addition, the leaders said the district would have to
submit pay and other major issues to a three-member fact
finding panel whose decisions in 30 days would be binding.
Figures provided by the district showed 967 regular
teachers in all grades—40 percent of an expected 2,428—
reported to work Tuesday. That was up from 33 percent on
Monday.
v
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* purchase of
a TI-58C
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purchase of
aTI-59

Free softw are from T exas Instrum ents
can help m ake th is sem ester a little easier.
I special offer if you act now! From Au| tru st 15 to October 31. 1979 ... that's your
i special opportunity to purchase one of the
| world's most advanced program m able
.calculators . J. and get up to $40* worth of
I free software Specialty Pakettes in your
[ choice of Hi different application a re a s.'
T l's Specialty Pakettes are a new way to
[ expand the usefulness of your Tl Program| mable 5HC or 59. The convenient notebook
*format includes complete step-by-step projgram listings, application notes, and sam) pie programs. Just enter the program you
kneed and you can put it to work right
| away.*
^

Four FREE SPECIALTY PAKETTES
' with the purchase of a Tl Programmable
|59. A »in* value. Two FREE SPE
CIALTY PACKETTKS with the purI chase o f a Tl Programmable 58C. A $20*
'value.
Both the Tl Programmable 58C and 59
^ fe a tu re T l ’s e x c lu s iv e S olid S ta te
I Software” plug-in library modules. Each
[ 5.000-step module contains a wide selection
lo f prerecorded programs. Optional library
modules are available in a variety of fields.
}including engineering, science, statistics,
'a n d business.
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Brown shoots for second

Lab Chemistry*
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Mustang Deity

The Tl Programmable 59 has up to 960
program steps or up to 100 memories.
Magnetic card read/write capability lets
you record your own custom programs, or
programs from your Specialty Pakettes.
$300.*

i

The Tl Programmable 68C features up

to 480 program steps or up to 60 memories.
’ _______

\

:u s i n«m i< ta n ess

2TI*o|rammeb«e59wdhPC H

And it haa Ti’a Constant Memory "' feature ]
that retains data and program i
even when the calculator is turned off/
$125*.
Act n o w !

Visit your college bookstore or other Til
retailer for more information, and let him]
help you select the program
mable that's right for you.
(Jae the coupon below to take
advantage of this special lim
ited time offer.

San Diego Gas k Electric is
looking tor engineers who
can cope with our sunny
San Diego climate and are (
interested inour
Engineering Development
Program Rotational
opportunities in design,
construction and other
engineering (unctions.
Assignments will acquaint
you with tharsection s goals
its people. )ob
responsibilities and
Company's overall goals.
Good salary, opportunities,
fringe benefits, and San
Diego sun. For more
information and recruiting
dates, contact your
Placement Office.
San Diego Gas k Electric
Company
P .0 Box 1831
San Diego. CA 92112
An Affirmative Action a n d Equal
O pportunity Employer

MANCHESTER, N.H.
(A P)—C alifornia
Gov.
Edmund Brown Jr. will lose
the New Hampshire primary
to Massachusetts Sen. Ed
ward Kennedy but must place
second, ahead of President
Carter, says a Brown aide.
Kennedy will sweep the
nation’s earliest primary,
Tom Quinn, chairman of
B rown's
exploratory
committee said Tuesday. But
he said Brown’s come-frombehind bid for the presidency
hinges on placing second in
New Hampshire.
"O ur goal is to finish in
second place and make this a
two-person race between
Kennedy and B row n,”
Quinn said, meeting with a
small group of supporters in
Brown’s newly opened New
H am pshire campaign
headquarters.
“ If we are running third
all the way through the
primary season we are not
going to be the nominee,”
said Quinn, referring to
Brown, who has not yet
f or m a l l y d ec la red his
presidential intentions.
Quinn added, “ If we are
running second all the way
through, we’re not going to
be the nominee."

Use this coupon to obtain your F R E E Specialty Pakettes.
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□ I vs bought my TI-56C. send me these 2 free Pakettes
□ I've bought my TI-59. send me these 4 free Pakettes
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Cal Poly
may get
new land

113
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■" BY CATHY SPEARNAK

u

Dally Editorial A stlstan t

Approximately 800 acres
of land may be added to the ■
Cal Poly campus if- the
D epartm ent' o f H ealth,
Education , and W elfare
approves an allocation to the
university from current
surplus holdings in San Luis
Obispo County.
An estimated 1,200 acres
of land bordering partly on
the Cal Poly campus in the
Camp San Luis area (for
merly a military camp) have
ueen declared surplus by the
federal government. Cal
Poly and four other ap
plicants—Cuesta College,
county
departm ent
of
education, city of Morro Bay
and the Department of Fish
and Game—arc seeking title
to the land.
Doug Gerard, executive
dean, said the HEW is
finalizing plans for ap
portionment of the holdings.
“ The HEW is going to put
-together a proposal to be
reviewed by all applicants,”
he said.
Gerard said the proposal
should be on his desk within
ihe next two weeks.
“ The likelihood is that the
land will be shared between
Cuesta, the county office of
education, the city of Morro
Bay and Cal Poly. I’m
anticipating the Department
of Fish and Game will not get
their request met.”
Gerard said the DFG
wants to turn their portion of
the land intq a rifle range,
which would not be com
patible with what other
applicant's use requests. He
added the HEW may turn
down more than one request.
If Poly receives part.of the
acreage, Gerard said it will
be used for agriculture. The
land would help complete a
"package” of 3,500 acres
needed by the university to
further agricultural growth,
Gerard said.
Cal Poly acquired 2,300
acres ot land two years ago
and the 800 acres on
Highway I north, across
from Cuesta College would
be added to that total.
If given to the University,
the land will go at a “ 100
percent
educational
discount” Gerard said. Cal
Poly will pay ony for filing
fees and title transfers.
Other applicants are
asking for various number of
acres from the holdings.
■%*■> ■<%%■!
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the way to higher
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grades a n '
free tim e.
Would you like to:
□ Raise your grade average without long hours
over texts.
□ End all-night cramming sessions.
□ Breeze through all your studying in as little as
1/3 the time. '
□ Have more free time to enjoy yourself."
□ Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better con
centration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood’s new RD2 reading system makes it
all possible.

Evelyn Wood works — over 1 million people,
including students, executives, senators, and even
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demon
stration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to
increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniques).
It only takes an hour, and it’s free. Don’t miss it.

EvelvnWbodfMi
w ill o p en yo u r eyes.

Thursday and Friday
Thursday at 2:00, 5:30 or 8:00 p.m.
Friday at 2:00 or 5:30 p.m.
Motel Inn
2223 Monterey St.
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The Mustang Daily Staff
Welcomes All New
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Come Up and See Us Sometime
in Graphic Arts Room 226
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Women run in the hills of Fresno
The legs begin to ache and
there is a burning pain in the
stomach, but the runner
pushes over the hill and down
towards the finish line.
It might not seem lady
like,! yet there are 22 women
trying out for a chance to
experience this agony and all
fringe benefits that go
along with being a member
of the women’s cross country

M aggie K eyes

MOPEDS U.S.A.
1312 Grand Ave.
Grover City, Calif.
* - •'
" .
r"' -—-v -'
The Moped Specialists on the C entral Coast
Featuring:

TOMOS SILVER
BULUT
2 Speed Kick Start
World Cham pion Derby
t • Com plete Stock of Quality Parts & Accessories
• Repairs and m aintenance on all m akes of
i Mopeds.
Drop by for a free demo, ride
t ,.
’ ~~

PHONE 481-0283

-

NEW
BUFFET
for ail th e Pizza, Pasta. G arlic Bread, and
Salad Bar you can eat!
Plus all th e 10? Pepsi (1 6 o z .) y o u c a n drink!
11:30 • 1:30 M o n -F ri. $ 2 .4 9
5 :3 0 -8 :3 0 M on. N ig h t Special

$5.49

2138 Broad Street
San Luis Obispo

541-3478

, the new
coach says the
environment at Cal Poly is
responsible for the turnout.
“ We won’t have a day go
by without people coming in
with an interest in trying out
for the team,” the 29-yearold coach from Denver
Colorado said,
Harter, who coached
men’s and women’s
country and women’s track
at Smoky Hills High School
in Denver already has a good
idea about the strengths on
the women’s team,
strongest asset is returning
All-American Maggie Keyes.
“ She has speed, maturity
and confidence,” Harter said
about the fastest collegiate
1500 meter runner in the
nation last year. Maggie ran
a 4:14.9 for 1500 meters in
the AAU Meet last June.
“ She’s definitely got to be .
considered
a
national
contender in cross country.
After the Fresno State In
vitational on Saturday, we’ll
have a good idea about how
she’s going to do. I think
she’ll be a national con
tender.”
Saturday’s meet will also
give Harter a chance to see
how the rest o f the women do
.in competition. The next two
women behind Maggie are
Sue Oran from Cherry Creek
High School in Denver,
C o l o r a d o , and Kathy
Perkins, from West Valley
Junior College in San Jose.
When we asked about
these two girls* performance
in the City to Port Run
Sunday, Sept. 23, Harter
exclaimed:
\
“ Excellent! Way ahead of
what we expected they were
capable of. We didn’t rest

In 1929, after 16 years of
co-educational
classes,
enrollment at Cnl Poly was

T h ere has been a larg er than
averag e turn o u t fo r w om en’s cross
co u n try th is season. C oach Lance

before that race and Kathy
ran a 6:09 pace per mile for
the 11.3 miles and Sue ran a
6:11 pace per mile.”
They took first and second
place in the women’s division
while another Cal Poly
runner, Mary Carman came
in third.
Kathy Perkins was State
J u n i o r C o lleg e Cros s
Country Champion in 1979
after running only two years,
Harter said.
“ Sue Oran has great
potential on the roads and
did very well in track, (11:08

H a rte r said
th e
running
a t
m osphere a t C al Poly is respon
sib le fo r th is.

two mile) last season, taking
a second in the Colorado
State Meet."
Rounding out six of the
seven spots are Janice Kelley,
Eileen Kramer, and Evelyn
Stewart, Harter said. The
seventh spot is open to one of
seven girls in the hunt.
Harter said they are Mary

Carman, Kady Wanamakcr,
Karen Moore, Kris Kucera,
Lisa Vukicevich, Melanie
Barry, or Sheila O’Donnel.
Harter said the Fresno
State Invitational will decide
the standing of his top seven.
It is Saturday, Sept. 29 at 11
a.m.
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limited to men. This trend
continued until 1956.

THE
,
BOOKSTORE
IS
OPEN
UNTIL .A,7:30 PIVT
TONIGHT ^

ffep

USED FURNITURE

Lamp Lighter Motel
PARKING LOT SALE
Beds, Chairs, Lamps, TVs
Friday & Saturday Sept 28-29
1604 Monterey Street

Mustang Da My
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Mustang — Davis rematch set
BY BRIAN MILLER
DeNyStaff Writer
Bouncing back .after a 3117 loss to the University of
Pacific tn their opener, coach
Joe' H a rp er’s M ustangs
blitzed a sputtering Adams
State team 4S-6 last Saturday
nightat Mustang Stadium.
Tailback Louis Jackson
led the onslaught with 116
yards on the ground, in
cluding two touchdowns. He

also caught a nine yard
With a 1-1 record. Cal
scoring strike from Reid Poly will host it's recent
Lundstrom.
nemesis, UC Davis Saturday
‘‘We made lots of mistakes night at Mustang Stadium.
in the first half,” noted
Last year both teams won
Harper. “ There were a lot of a berth in the NCAA
fumbles and penalties.”
Division 11 playoffs. When
Cal Poly held a slim 10-6 the two squads collided last
count at the mid-way point year, Davis emerged a 29-22
but they poured it on in the victor. The game was played
second half.
J t t Davis.

they have a strong defense.
Their qqarterback Lucido is
an excellent scrambler. He’ll
be tough to contain. ”
This years Davis team is 01-1, and off to a very slow
start.
"They played well against
Nevada-Reno last week,”
said Harper. “ They are every
bit as good as they were last
year.”
Davis also boasts the most
successful coach currently in
the Division II. Aggie head

Asked if he feels there is a
home field advantage,
H arper responded: “ It
doesn’t matter where we
play; it’s how we play! Last
year we spotted them three
touchdowns before our
offense could get going."
“ Davis is a different kind
of team this year,—more
running and less passing, and

coach Jim Sochor has
compiled a 71-21-3 record
for a .763 winning per
centage. Harper is- not far
behind with a 76-33-3 mark
for a .692 percentage.
Harper believes Davis
could be 2-0, but mistakes
are the reason for their
current record. “ Their
record is misleading. If they
can eliminate their mistakes,
they'll be difficult to contend
with.”
Game time Saturday night
is slated for 7:30.

In 1927 the level of in
During World War I
struction at Cal Poly was military training became’
raised from that of a high compulsory for all male
school to a junior college.
students at Cal Poly.

1070 8 by 35 ft trailer w ith air.
furnished m space rent $90 include
electric close to Poly Call after 5.
$5,250. 772-1977
(9-28)

Announcements
FAMILY FUN FAIR
Electronic games A pinbaiis open
from noon 7 days week N e il to
Campus Donuts.
TF

Services

VISIT A goo SOO MEAN YOU YOU
-

(TF)

TYPING
IBM Correcting Selectnc
M adolyneves 543-4496
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Mustang corral
BY GREGOR ROBIN
MySssrtelriNer
W kta candidates far the Cal Poly cross coaatry Icaai go
to a road race they don’t fool around. At the City to Port
Run on Sunday, Sept. 23, the men trying out for he team
took 21 out of the top 26 places in the 11.3 mile race.
The top three spots went to Mustang runners. Jim
Schankei, who took first, ran from the Cigar Factory to
The Old Port Inn in S6:!2. Manny Bautista came in secotid
in 36:49 and Robert Hollister came in third with a time
of 37:01. the run drew 311 entrants. Tim Sept. 24 Isaac of Sports IBastra lad had an article
about Jim (Doc) Counsilman, the oldest man to swim the
English Channel. It brings to mind a Cal Poly swimmer
who did a feat of her own on July 22. Sue Heim won the
first ten mile ocean swim she ever entered on that summer
day. The Ten Mile National AAU Marathon Long
Distance Swim Championship started at the Huntington
Beach Pier and finished at the Seal Beach Pier. She
completed it in 3:33.09, winning the women's division and
placing fifth over all.
At halftime during the Cal Poly vs Davis football game
Saturday, Sept. 29 in Mustang Stadium, there will be a
ceremony recognizing Cal Poly’s 21 All-Americans. Cross
country, volleyball, track, football, swimming and
•wrestling will all be represented.
For those of yoo la faa land hungry for sports talk, a
weekly sports luncheon with Cal Poly head football coach
Joe Harper and one of his top athletes will be held every
Wednesday through the football season. It starts at noon
at the Hob Nob Restaurant in San Luis Obispo.
The Mustang Boosters Club, which is sponsoring the
weekly sports luncheon, joins the Cal Poly Athletic
Department in sponsoring a barbecue before three of the
four Mustang home football games this season. Tickets for
the rib barbecues are $4 for adults and 12.30 for children.
The barbecue begins at 5:30 p m , except for the
homecoming game with Northern Colorado, which has a 4
p.m. starting time for the barbecue.

(TF)
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ANNIVERSARY SALE
W e'vr !x*en
into it

4 years

NOW...

Sale limited
to stock oi hand
543-1676
858 Higuera

Priced Fbrfeu
R w i r u ir v .

iu u u u m t

SALE

5 .1 .0 .

TENTS

so isn't
it tim e
you get
into us?

r P r ic e d F o r fe it

iv»* ■iTnMu.iWMUuum
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BACKPACKS
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SLEEPING BAGS
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POOD
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BOOTS

3 Days only
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GREENHOUSE
FOREPERSON
Greenhouse operation in Tucson.
A rizo n a
needs
a
p ro d u c tio n
foreperson Supervise cultural and
harvesting sctrviaes. monitor and
re g u la te
e n v iro n
c o n tro ls
in
complea producing tomatoes and
cucum bers
College grad intent
science and or ecsp desired Send
resume to P O Bos 9594 Bakersfield
93389 EOE
1
(928)

Reserved
parking
across
from
stadium available a t $15 per quarter
For inform ation call 543-9389 (9-28)

’

Call
(TF)

Help Wanted

For Sale
:

II.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Sam s O llrce Service
1160 L o t Osos Valley Rd
. - 544 3200

74 Valiant 4 door 6 cylinder auto
m alic, clean, rag gas. lo mileage
$2300 5454485 eves__________ (1D3)

D aum , Jim C olvtn and Paul D ickens look on.

Call
(TF)

IBM Cor reeling Select ric
Marlene after 4:30.

New
lu rn la h e d
2 b e d rm
con
dom inium s tot rent to students
$137 50 P4i s tu d .n l, 4 students per
unit
& 4* bath, enclosed geiege.
dishw asher.
gerbage
d is p o s a l,
plumbed lor washer end dryer Evtra
sto re g . tor blkee. etc. P rivet,
sundeck 1 block from bus stop
Paid cable TV. garbage and water
Summer storage rates avail tor
June July
Catt 5434408 or
_______ 3003 ftockview. SCO (92B)

Automotive

C al Poly Q u arterb ack R eid Lundstrom is m et
head on by an A dam s S ta te d efen d er as M ike

% II.

I
*
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Mustang Daily

The good new s is

has a bonus for you
YOUR BONUS: CLINIQUE'S
"CHOICE SELECTION.” Yours
at no charge whatever
with any Clinique purchase
of 6.50 or more.

For a fast, free skin analysis,
come and meet the
CLINQUE COMPUTER.
Clinique is a total system of skin Care. And the
very heart of the system is the Clinique
Computer. Programmed by a group of leading
dermatologists, it asks eight essential questions
/ ' and analyzes the answers to determine skin type
and the proper Clinique products and pro
cedures. Then a sequence of three minutes in
the morning and another three minutes at night
results in better looking skin
If you could pick five representatives from all Clinique, you couldn't make better choices
than the selection of beauty-workers in this group Each one is dedicated to the job of
face-improvement. And each one is in the convenient small size that smart women
collect for travel The Choice Selection here: two important parts of Clinique skin care,
two great makeups, and mascara that makes lashes their lushest
Facial Soap Mild. Clinique's superstar thars told the world how good soap can be
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion Famous golden "drink" your skm thirsts for
Ripe Peach Colour Rub Most-wanted shade of this sheer skin tint for cheeks, highlights
Pressed Powder
compact

Skin-perfecter in the shade for all:- Transparency

Tiny mirrored

Glossy Brush-On Mascara Portable size of the world's greatest; in Glossy Black
a ll

CLIMOUE PRODUCTS ARE ALLERGY TESTED AND 100% FRAGRANCE FREE

One bonus to a customer. Cosmetics, downtown and Morro Bay.
W e now have a complete line of Clihque for men.

